Funding Guidelines of the NEUMAYER FOUNDATION
The Amanda and Erich Neumayer Foundation is committed to social cohesion and equal opportunities
in society whereby people are there for each other and take responsibility.
As a foundation, we see the contribution to a healthy and committed society as our responsibility – a
society in which participation, inclusion, respect, love of democracy and charity are cornerstones of
social coexistence.
In line with the vision of the founding family, the central goal of the foundation is to contribute to the
benefit of society and the improvement of the living conditions of children, men and women. The
Amanda and Erich Neumayer Foundation has been active as a non-profit organization since 1998 and,
according to its statutes, conducts exclusively and directly non-profit and charitable purposes. Today,
the NEUMAYER STIFTUNG is still active where our founder recognized the need for action many years
ago: on its own doorstep. However, commitment must not stop there, which is why we support nonprofit project work in Germany and around the world.
Foundation goals and programm areas

In the following table, you will find an overview of the program areas in which the NEUMAYER STIFTUNG
pursues its goals and is active, either as a sponsor or as an operational partner. On the foundation's
website you can also receive information on projects we currently support in each program area. In
accordance with its goals, the Amanda and Erich Neumayer Foundation also works on projects that focus
on socially disadvantaged people, groups and issues across generations that would otherwise not receive
widespread attention.
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Application

●

Applications for funding can be submitted at any time and exclusively via the NEUMAYER
STIFTUNG application portal

●

Project funding can generally only be granted to organizations, not to individuals

●

In conformity with the Foundation's goals, only projects involving German or foreign non-profit
organizations and project partners can be funded. The applicant has to bring proof of tax
exemption according to §§ 51 ff. AO (current notice of exemption)

●

The requested funds should not be used to relieve third party funders of their financial
obligations with respect to the supported organization, especially not the state. Accordingly, it
must be ensured that other donors are not induced to reduce their grants

●

The applicant is responsible for ensuring compliance with legal regulations and requirements.
The foundation assumes no liability for damages incurred by the applicant, project participants
or third parties

Approval

●

The applicant is informed of the funding approval in a written notice. The purpose for which the
funds are to be used and how they are to be used are bound to and stipulated in the written
commitment. The recipient must confirm his or her agreement by countersigning the notice of
approval. All other commitments, prospects or provisional notifications are of a non-binding
nature

●

In the event of subsequent changes to the funded project or its major parts, the Foundation
shall be informed without delay. The Foundation reserves the right to reclaim any funds
previously granted if this information is not provided or if the changes to the project would
preclude the granting of funding

●

There is no entitlement to justification for grant refusals, nor is there any legal entitlement to a
grant on the part of the applicant. Even if the funding guidelines are fulfilled, the foundation
has no obligation to perform. The NEUMAYER-FOUNDATION decides according to its own dutiful
discretion and on the basis of available funds

